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novel summary (from type-moon wiki): there are six elders and eleven
fairy companions, who are immortal magi for the position of the grail, and
are referred to as the holy grail servants. each has been endowed with a

single empyreal token, and a specific ritual that bestows magic power. the
magician, zest, is the only character to possess a secret of his own. he is
part of the 0th, 1st and 2nd divisions of the blue mages association, who

has the ability to recognize souls and tell whether they are good or evil. he
has pledged his loyalty to uvach and wished to remain with her forever,

but is now dead, having been attacked by grimoire. previews for the
chapter 2 of this show have been up for a few weeks now, so if you want
to get an idea of whats to come and what you might be in for, i suggest
you watch it on animereviews before you watch this show. his chapters

are really short. the literal translation of the title that he got is the same as
the japanese one, which is the same as the english title that he got. i think
only the people at type-moon thought of that. other translations either use
completely unrelated titles, or something that has a better alternative, and
that is a thing that happens in lots of japanese light novels. how well does
it work? well, aside from the obvious appeal of the title, i found this to be

one of the most well-written light novels ive read in years. its a well
crafted light novel, and the female characters are engaging, but not over

the top. theres a few scenes of ecchi, but nothing too hardcore or
excessive. its an interesting look into the world of anime, although the

fictional world is a bit more medieval european than japaneses anime, but
the comedy doesn’t take itself too seriously, and the world im talking

about is all about comedy, so thats pretty reasonable.
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i was constantly on the edge of my seat, and i had trouble stopping
myself from stopping watching. it is a story that keeps you gripped and

you will certainly have a hard time putting it down once you start
reading, especially if you like japanese light novels. the characters are
relatable and complex, no matter how small you think you know them.

they do extremely silly and wacky things sometimes, but its not funny if
they get hurt in the process of doing it. it is something that can be

viewed as a flaw, but it plays on your interest in them and will draw you
in harder. the plot goes at a great pace, and the situations are

somewhat believable. it will make you feel something, good or bad. the
artwork is great, its something that you cannot help but fall in love

with. after reading the novel, i knew it would be hard to follow the light
novel, and i have to say that is exactly how it played out. its a story of
five different characters and the events that happen to each of them
that are intertwined. each of them have their own story that they tell,
and i was a little confused where one story ended and the other began
as the chapters ended. its not really a bad thing, and after the first time
i happened across this problem, i was used to it, and i had no problem
following along. however, i was able to put that one down and read one
story at a time, and i enjoyed that immensely. that is one of the things
that help set this novel apart from others. however, the light novels do
have some of the same weaknesses as other light novels, which are the
storytelling and pacing. it will fly by at times, and its barely enough to
fill a novel. i do not even want to go into too much detail as to how the

light novel is. i am sure that has been done with other websites, so i will
just stick with what i can stand to avoid ruining the surprise of anyone

who hasn't read it yet. 5ec8ef588b
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